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Bishop’s hat silicene: a planar square silicon
bilayer decorated with adatoms†

Pedro Borlido, a Miguel A. L. Marques b and Silvana Botti *a

We investigate a family of free-standing quasi-two-dimensional silicon structures based on a planar

square bilayer with adatom decorations. When attached to the bilayer, these adatoms form local

reconstructions which resemble either a bishop’s hat or elongated square bipyramids. We systematically

constructed members of this family via exhaustive enumeration and then studied them using tight-

binding and density-functional theory. We find that this geometry contributes significantly to the stability

of the resulting structures, with some squared bilayers energetically more stable than the honeycomb

bilayers. The most interesting phases were then characterized in more detail, and they all turned out

metallic. Finally, we propose the [100] surface of ZrO2 as the most suitable substrate for the synthesis of

these two-dimensional phases.

1 Introduction

Silicene, the buckled honeycomb allotrope of silicon, is one of
the most studied materials in the two-dimensional (2D) world.
This is not surprising, as silicon is a particularly attractive
elementary solid: it is a very abundant raw-material and forms
the base of almost all modern electronics. While there is a clear
demand for new 2D silicon-based technologies, compatible
with current production methods, silicene has unfortunately a
number of inconveniences. To start with, the silicon counterpart
to graphite, layered crystal where atomic planes are loosely
bound together by van-der-Waals forces, does not exist. This
means that silicene cannot be synthesized via methods like
mechanical exfoliation and sonication, and instead more
complex processes such as vapor deposition on specific
substrates are needed.1,2 This not only hinders the production
of large area pristine silicene, but also complicates the synthesis
process, as the substrate greatly influences the stability.
Moreover, silicon is averse to sp2 hybridization, leading to the
destabilization of the free-standing flat 2D hexagonal lattice and
favoring a rather strong buckling of the layers.

Many modifications of the basic honeycomb structure of
silicene have been proposed in recent years, either to engineer
the functional properties of the monolayer or to enhance its
stability. Several ab initio molecular-dynamic studies have

proposed an hexagonal to square phase transitions by cooling
silicon from the 2D liquid phase.3–5 However, it is usually
argued that planar square lattices are not favourable for 2D
systems, as their low bending stiffness leads to instability.6

Silicon haeckelites have also been suggested, although they
need to buckle to stabilize the overall structure.7–9 More
unconventional phases have also been put forward, such as
tetra-silicene,10 a semiconductor exhibiting a negative Poisson
ratio, or penta-silicene,11–14 which is a buckled version of the
Cairo pentagonal tiling with silicon atoms on its vertices.
Although this latter structure is dynamically unstable, it can
be stabilized via hydrogenation.15

An alternative route for stabilization consists in adsorbing
atoms onto the layers, creating local modifications with tetra-
hedral coordination such as dumbbells.16 These are indeed
strongly beneficial in lowering the formation energy. Moreover,
the different patterns formed by dumbbells give origin to a
large variety of structures.7,9,16,17 Multilayer versions of silicene
have also been proposed.18–20 In fact, as the interaction
between the layers is considerably stronger than a pure van
der Waals interaction, building multi-layers tends to stabilize
considerably more 2D silicon than carbon. Finally, other materials
exhibiting bulk-like features appear from the reconstruction of the
top layers of silicon surfaces,21 or when sandwiched between
layers of other materials.22,23

In this work we go back to the planar square lattice, and
show that, in spite of its low bending stiffness, it can be
stabilized considerably by combining two strategies. The first is
by forming a double layer, that similarly to the bilayer
honeycomb structure becomes flat. The second involves
decoration of the 2D layer with adatoms. This process creates
local deformations, leading to a rather stable structure
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resembling a bishop’s hat, which we discuss in more detail in
the following sections.

2 Methods

Density functional tight-binding24 calculations were performed
using the DFTB+ package.25 We resort to the set of Slater–
Koster parameters from ref. 26 which has proven reliable in
previous studies.7,27

Spin-collinear density functional theory calculations were
performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP; version 5.4.4),28,29 always starting from the ferromagnetic
configuration. Unless otherwise specified, calculations were
performed with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof30,31 approximation
to the exchange–correlation functional. A plane-wave energy
cut-off of 520 eV was used. The Brillouin zone was sampled
using G-centered grids, with an in-plane line density of 100/2p
k-points per Å�1 (as it is customary, the perpendicular direction
was sampled only with one k-point). This k-point density was
enough to converge the total energy of all structures to 1 meV per
atom. For the calculation of the densities of state we doubled
the aforementioned k-point density. In order to ensure the
separation of periodic copies along the direction perpendicular
to the layer, we used a fixed distance of 26 Å for the c parameter
of the simulation cell.

Geometry optimizations were performed until all forces were
smaller than 1 meV Å�1. Elastic constants were determined via
the method described in ref. 32. Each structure was strained
within �1% at steps of 0.1% for different strain modes (see
ESI†). At each value of strain the atoms were rattled (to break
symmetry) and the structure subsequently optimized at fixed
cell. Formation energies (Eform) were measured with respect to
bulk silicon. Work functions (F) were calculated as the difference
between the Fermi level and the vacuum level. In this context the
vacuum level was taken as the maximum of the electrostatic
potential (i.e. Hartree plus ionic contributions) along the
perpendicular direction to the cell.33 Phonon calculations were
performed using the finite-difference method, as implemented in
the PHONOPY package.34 In order to estimate the compatibility
with the substrates we used the method of Zu and McGill35

implemented in the Pymatgen package.33 This allowed for the
systematic search of substrates (and respective orientations) with
the minimal coincident interface area with respect to the 2D
system. Fermi surfaces were plotted using the ifermi tool,36 relying
on Boltztrap237 for band interpolation.

3 Results

The starting point for the present investigation is the planar
square bilayer of silicon. This structure is rather unstable, with
a formation energy of 0.59 eV per atom with respect to bulk
silicon. This value is higher than those of the AAp, AB and AA0

honeycomb bilayers,19 that are 0.46 eV per atom, 0.51 eV per
atom 0.54 eV per atom, respectively. This square bilayer can be
stabilized by addition of adatoms. However, in contrast with

the hexagonal phase where the adatoms prefer a dumbbell
configuration, here the most stable position the adatoms is at
the center of the squares, both above and below the bilayer.

An example of this construction is visible in Fig. 1. To depict
the crystal we divide each structure in three regions, and color
the atoms accordingly: the square bilayer atoms (middle region)
are indicated in yellow, while atoms above (below) this region are
coloured red (blue). As we can see, the additional silicon atom
binds to the four atoms placed at the vertices of the square
immediately below it. Although this is not the preferred tetra-
hedral arrangement of silicon, this type of configuration is not
unusual. The additional atom distorts the square grid on the
face it is attached to, giving the resulting local structure an
appearance similar to that of a mitre (a bishop’s hat).

In general, we find that adatoms always stabilize the square
bilayer structure. However, some configurations lead to enhanced
stability, in the same way as certain dumbbell configurations
lower considerably the energy of the honeycomb monolayer.7,9 To
identify these islands of stability we generated all nonequivalent
configurations of the bishop-hat square bilayer with up to 16
atoms in the unit cell. This was done using the genstr tool of the
ATAT package,38 yielding a total of 222 structures. In order to save
computational resources, these structures were optimized with
accurate density functional tight-binding.26 We then selected
the six lowest energy phases for further analysis with density
functional theory. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the most stable free-
standing configurations contain the same number of top- and
bottom-adatoms, but with different distributions. A summary of
the properties of these six structure is provided in Table 1.
Additional plots of phonon band structures, Fermi surfaces,
Young moduli, Poisson ratios, energy vs. strain curves are
provided for these six structures in the ESI.†

In Fig. 2–4 we present the top view of each of these six
bishop-hat Si structures, along with the corresponding electro-
nic band structures. The structures can be found as ESI.† We

Fig. 1 Crystal structure of the planar square silicene bilayer (a) and
side-view of a row of squares with alternating top-adatom (b).
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follow the convention of naming the structures Si-A, Si-B, etc. in
order of increasing formation energy.

Si-A is the most stable structure of the six. Due to the
distribution of the adatoms, this structure is better described
in terms of 2 � 1 rectangles. These rectangles are distributed in
a chess-board pattern, so that each occupied rectangle is
surrounded by empty ones in the x and y directions, and
occupied ones along the diagonals. Each occupied rectangle
includes one top- and one bottom-adatom. Although the square
motif if conserved, this configuration creates a considerable
distortion around the occupied rectangles, which in turn
reduces the symmetry of the system. The in-plane Young
modulus along the x and y directions (Y2D

x = (C11C22 � C12
2)/

C22 and Y2D
y = (C11C22 � C12

2)/C11) are 122 N m�1 and
113 N m�1. The corresponding Poisson ratios (nx = �C12/C22

and ny = �C12/C11) are 0.13 and 0.12, respectively. This material
has a rather complicated electronic band structure, with several
highly dispersive bands crossing the Fermi level at different
places in the Brillouin zone, a behavior that is common to the
other 5 structures discussed in the following. This leads to
metallic behavior, with a complex Fermi surface, containing
several branches. In the case of Si-A we find electron pockets
between the G and S points and around the Y point, while we

find hole pockets around the X point and close to X1 in the
direction S to X1.

In Si-B and Si-D the adatoms are distributed in lines along y,
separated by an interval row of squares without adatoms (see
Fig. 2 and 3). Within each line the adatoms are alternately lying
above and below the square bilayer. The main difference
between the two structures is that for Si-B the adatoms are
alternately located above and below the square bilayer also
along the x axis, while we find along the x axis of Si-D always
adatom of the same type. Like all the remaining structures,
these two phases have very low C12. Si-D is the most extreme case
here, with a negative value of C12 = �1 N m�1. Consequently,
Si-D shows a negative Poisson ratio in a small neighbourhood of
the x and y directions. However, due to such low values of C12 the
Poisson ratios are rather small, with nx E ny E �0.01, when
compared to other 2D systems with negative off-diagonal elastic
constants.10,32,39 Both Si-B and Si-D are metallic, but they display
very different band structures. Due to the similarity between the
lattices, the states around the Fermi level of Si-B and Si-A are also
similar. We can therefore identify common features in both plots
(such as the band crossing between G and S, at Y or close to X1).

Table 1 Summary of the main quantities computed for the bishop-hat structures. We list space groups, lattice parameters (a and b in Å; g in degrees),
formation energies (Eform in eV per atom), elastic constants (C11, C22, C12 and C66 in N m�1), Youn modulus (in N m�1), Poisson ratios and work functions
(F; in eV)

Spg. a b g Eform F C11 C22 C12 C66 Yx Yy nx ny

Si-A C2/m (12) 5.817 5.817 53.70 0.419 4.71 124 115 15 31 122 113 0.13 0.12
Si-B Cmme (67) 5.762 5.762 125.50 0.421 4.57 130 141 6 30 130 141 0.04 0.05
Si-C P4/nmm (129) 5.223 5.223 90.00 0.421 4.71 127 127 9 31 126 126 0.07 0.07
Si-D Pmma (51) 5.154 5.230 90.00 0.439 4.61 143 131 �1 31 143 131 �0.01 �0.01
Si-E Cmmm (65) 5.763 5.763 126.12 0.454 4.64 121 83 13 29 119 82 0.16 0.11
Si-F P4/mmm (123) 5.159 5.159 90.00 0.460 4.51 117 117 10 33 116 116 0.09 0.09

Fig. 2 Top: Top view of Si-A and Si-B. Bottom: Electronic band-structure
and density of states of the same structures.

Fig. 3 Top: Top view of Si-C and Si-D. Bottom: Electronic band-structure
and density of states of the same structures.
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The Si-D band structure is completely different, leading to a
Fermi surface with a small electron pocket close to G and
complex features around S.

Going now to Si-C, the adatoms once again occupy the lattice
following a chess-board-pattern. Here, the adatoms alternate
between top and bottom positions along the diagonals. As such,
one occupied site is surrounded by four empty sites (in the x and
y directions) and four occupied sites (along the diagonals) of
opposite type. This distribution of adatoms means that the
squares directly below an adatom have a side of 2.82 Å while
for the opposite ones we see a value of 2.41 Å. Owing to its square
symmetry, the Young modulus is identical (and also maximal)
along the x and y directions at 126 N m�1, reaching a minimum
of 85 N m�1 along the 45 Å direction. This structure is metallic
and presents a simpler band-structure when compared to the
other phases. We find a small electron pocket around G and
another in the direction from G to M. Around this point we also
find two hole bands crossing the Fermi level that exhibit their
maximum at M.

Finally, we have Si-E and Si-F. These structures are qualitatively
different from the previous ones, as the top- and bottom-adatoms
decorate the same squares. Because of this, instead of showing a
distribution of bishop-hats pointing up- and downwards, they
present elongated bi-pyramids with a square basis. In Si-E the
distribution of adatoms is similar to the one of Si-B, in the sense
that they are located along lines and shifted by one square. Since
in this case we have bi-pyramids, there is also a large distortion of
their immediate neighbourhood. The rectangles that form the
basis of the pyramids present a 2.72 Å Si–Si distance in the
x direction and a slightly larger bond-length in the y direction
of 2.81 Å. Regarding its elastic properties, this structure shows the
largest anisotropy between the x and y directions (Y2D

x = 119 N m�1

and Y2D
y = 82 N m�1). This structure is metallic, with a very

complex Fermi structure with a hole pocket close to X and several
electron pockets.

At last, in Si-F the nearest neighbours of each bi-pyramid are
empty squares, with the other bi-pyramids occupying the
second neighbor-sites in the x and y directions. This gives to
this phase a square symmetry. The basis of the pyramids have a
Si–Si bond of 2.72 Å, and they connect neighbouring bi-
pyramids via shorter Si–Si bonds of 2.44 Å. Concerning the
elastic properties, this structure is very similar to Si-C, albeit
with smaller elastic constants. Analogously to the previously
considered structures, Si-F is metallic with a complex Fermi
surface. In fact, besides a small electron pocket around G there
are other features around X and in the G–M direction.

In spite of the very different distribution of the adatoms, the
formation energies of these six structures are very similar and
lie within a small range of energies, between 0.42 and 0.46 eV
per atom (more than 0.15 eV per atom below the planar square
bilayer). Furthermore, the formation energy of these bishop hat
structures are also smaller than those of the honeycomb
bilayers. The workfunctions (see Table 1 and Fig. S4 of the
ESI†) are also very similar among the different structures and
range from 4.5 to 4.7 eV.

From the point-of-view of the elastic properties, the angular
dependent Poisson ratio and Young modulus (see Fig. S3 of the
ESI†) are qualitatively very similar among the six structures and
their elastic constants are consistently higher than those of
comparable phases. As a point of reference, the AB silicene
bilayer has elastic constants40 of C11 = C22 = 77 N m�1, C12 =
25 N m�1 and C66 = (C11 � C12)/2 = 26 N m�1. This translates to
an isotropic Young modulus of 68 N m�1 and Poisson ratio of
0.33. The minimum value of the angle dependent Young
modulus for any of the considered structures is higher than
this (making them stiffer than the bilayers), from which we
expect them to have lower mechanical strength.

From the electronic point-of-view, the lack of hexagonal
symmetry means that these bishop-hat bilayers lack the Dirac
cones at the Fermi level present in the honeycomb bilayers.
Although the presence of additional atoms has a stabilizing
effect they do not make these structures semiconducting (as in
the dumbbell hexagonal lattices). We also found that spin–orbit
coupling has a negligible effect on the electronic structure of
these structures (see Fig. S6 of the ESI†).

The evolution with thickness of this quasi-2D system, from
the square single layer to the limit of bulk cubic silicon, is
relevant to understand its properties. These two limiting cases
are actually unstable: square planar 2D systems are usually
unstable and tend to strong buckling;10,41 and the simple cubic
Si polymorph is both energetically and dynamically unstable
(see the phonon band structure shown in the ESI†). We can
therefore expect a small window of stability for exotic
2D-structures of this kind, somewhere between the monolayer
and a few-layer system. In this specific example, the bilayer is
the ideal configuration because it is the only one in which each
layer is an exposed surface. Going to three and more layers
means to have one or more square layers in the center that
cannot be stabilized by adatoms. In order to test this idea, we

Fig. 4 Top: Top view of Si-E and Si-F. Bottom: Electronic band-structure
and density of states of the same structures.
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performed geometry optimizations for multilayers of Si-A,
obtained by modifying the number of square planes without
changing the size of the in-plane supercells. We provide images
of the multilayer crystal structures in the ESI. For the monolayer,
the structure completely distorts and transforms in an array of
nanoribbons. The trilayer maintains the local geometry of the
bilayer, both at the surface and in the inner layer. For a large
number of internal square layers, the internal region distorts
significantly, as the planes of square silicon shift producing a
shear deformation, a clear sign of the instability of the simple
cubic lattice.

In order to estimate the thermal stability of these layers, we
performed NVT molecular dynamics with the Langevin thermostat,
as implemented in the Atomic Simulation Engine package,42 using
density functional tight binding.24 We resorted to supercells of size
3 � 3, time steps of 5 fs and a total of 30 000 steps, at fixed
temperatures from 100 K to 1200 K (in steps of 200 K). We direct
the reader to the ESI,† for the final structures of these runs. Overall,
all layers retain their structure up to at least 500 K, they start to be
visibly deformed before 700 K and are completely distorted at about
900 K. This means that the thermal stability of these layers is
lower than that of silicene (1500 K43) and its dumbbell polymorphs
(circa 1000 K7).

An important question regards which substrates are adequate
for the growth of these phases. We performed a screening of the
most common materials for substrate lattice matching, following
the method proposed by Zu and McGill.35 It turns out that the
[100] facet of monoclinic ZrO2 presents the smallest minimal
coincident interface area for most of the bishop-hat structures
(see Tables SIV through SIX of the ESI†). Even if this material
is not commonly used in the synthesis of 2D materials
(in opposition to for example noble metals), zirconia surfaces
are well studied and characterized both theoretically44 and experi-
mentally, due to their unique catalytic properties.45 Alternatively,
we recommend to consider the [110] surface of wurtzite SiC.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we studied a family of two-dimensional silicon
structures characterized by planar squared bilayer decorated with
silicon adatoms. The adsorbed silicon atoms form geometrical
patterns that resemble bishop’s hats. The most stable compounds
of this family have the same number of adatoms on the top and
bottom layers, and present a range of formation energies that go
from 0.42 to 0.46 eV per atom, making them significantly more
stable than the comparable honeycomb silicene bilayers. All of
them are metallic, with complex Fermi surfaces exhibiting several
electron and hole pockets in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone.
This new group of structures complements nicely the family of
silicon-based two-dimensional materials, and shows the huge
versatility of this chemical element, that yields 2D metals
(bishop-hat silicon), 2D semi-metals (silicene), and 2D semi-
conductors (dumbbell-silicene).

It is obvious that the optimal substrate to grow these bishop-hat
phases is very different from the substrates usually used to

synthesize silicene, due to the different symmetries of the two
phases. To accommodate the square motifs of bishop-hat silicon,
the optimal substrate from the geometrical point of view is the
[001] facet of monoclinic ZrO2. Alternatively, one could use [110]
facet of SiC, a material already used for the synthesis of silicene.

In view of the stability of bishop-hat silicon, and the
existence of compatible substrates for its growth, we are
confident that this interesting phase will soon be an integral
part of the growing family of two-dimensional materials.
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